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The authors present the major results of extensive experimen
tal and analyticalstudies on the structural behavior of an ortho
tropic steel plate deck bridge. The results of a number of dif
ferent methods of analysis, which are discussed, compared 
relatively as well with each other as with experimental results 
obtained from field studies. Results indicate that analytical 
methods are available for studies of different parts of ortho
tropic steel deck bridges. General agreement between experi
ment and theory-particularly with a grid method of analysis
is noted to be excellent. Several important features of the struc
tural action of orthotropic deck bridges have been exposed. 

•FOR THE DESIGN of an orthotropic steel plate deck bridge it is ideally desirable to 
calculate accurately all stresses and deflections in the deck plate , deck-stiffening ribs, 
floor beams, and main girders, and to establish precise criteria for permissible stresses 
and deflections against which the calculated values can be compared. In practice, of 
course, such an ideal must be approached realistically, and added refinements are 
usually justified only if they lead to significant savings in cost or improvements in 
performance. 

Unfortwiately, the features of an orthotropic deck bridge that make it efficient struc
turally also make both analysis and the establishment of design criteria particularly 
difficult. The AISC Manual (1) has made sound recommendations based on the best 
available knowledge at the time it was written. It is obvious, however, that several 
aspects remain to be studied and that improvements in design are still possible. This 
is true not only in the choice of method of analysis and design criteria but also in the 
fabrication methods to be adopted and the type of wearing surface to be applied. 

Because of the need for information to improve the anlysis and design of orthotropic 
steel decks as well as the need to gain experience in fabrication and maintenance, par
ticularly with regard to wearing surfaces, the California Department of Public Works, 
in collaboration with the University of California, designed and carried out an extensive 
series of tests on a bridge du1·ing the summe1· of 1964. A full report (2) has been pub
lished cover ing the interpretat ion of data from these tests , the development of methods 
of analysis , and the comparison of experimental and theoretical results. In this paper 
the authors present, through a comparison of experimental and analytical results , only 
the most important aspects of the study. 

SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES 

The experimental, closed-rib, orthotropic deck bridge selected consisted of two 
2-span continuous structures with spans of 75 and 85 ft. Two 4-ft , 8-in. deep main 
girders, 23 ft on center , carried the 35-ft wide deck plate. Because of different wear
ing surfaces to be applied, the deck plate and rib wall thicknesses were different for 
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eachofthe2-span structures (Fig. 1). The 
bridge was extensively instrumented with 
strain gages on the ribs , deck plate, floor 
beams ,and main girders ,and with deflec
tion gages under the ribs , floor beams , and 
main girders. The instrumentation and 
field tests were carried out by the Cali
fornia Division of Highways. Figure 2 
shows a plan of the bridge, identifying 
bridge and panel numbers , and showing the 
areas in which the instrumentation was 
concentrated. Because a maximum of 400 
gage grids or deflection gages could be 
monitored in any one test, the gages were 
divided into 5 groups. 

A large number of loads representing 
single wheels, single axles, and pairs of 
axles were applied to the bridge. Loading 
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Figure l. Typical bridge cross section. 

frames of two different types were used as shown in Figure 3. fu type I loading, :,;:eac
tion to the jacking force was provided ultimately by the ground. Thus, the whole bridge 
was made to deflect. However, type I loads could be applied only in panels 1 through 3 
of bridge I, because the timber supporting structure was of limited length. Hence, a 
self-contained type II loading frame was also used. With type II loading, reaction to 
the jacking force was provided by the webs of the main girders. As a result , the effects 
of main-girder deflection were essentially eliminated. 

The several detailed objectives that were considered for the comparative experi
mental and analytical studies can be categorized as follov.;s: 

1. General rib studies, including (a) load distribution of single loads in interior and 
exterior bridge panels 'located both near the supports and at the midspan section of the 
bridge; (b) effect of floor beam flexibility on the load distribution; (c) load distribution 
under multiple -wheel loads to investigate whether the principle of superposition applies; 
and (d) detailed evaluation of local deck plate and rib stresses. 

2. Floor beam studies, including the influence of web-cut ribs on the stresses in the 
web and flanges of a floor beam, and on the deflection of the beam. 

3. Main girder studies. 

An additional objective was a comparative study of stresses and deflections predicted 
by the theory of the AISC Manual and the grid theory developed for these studies. The 
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aim of this study was to assess the simplicity and accuracy of the two methods of 
analysis. 

It was realized at the planning stage that the investigations could not solve all of the 
immediate problems facing the designer of orthotropic bridges. Nevertheless, the 
studies were more extensive and more detailed than any previously undertaken. 

ANALYTICAL STUDIES 

A number of different analytical methods were developed in order to permit an ef
ficient and accurate evaluation of the behavior of the bridge under the several condi
tions of loading. These analytical methods are briefly described. A complete descrip
tion of these methods is given elsewhere (!). 

Equivalent Orthotropic-Slab Method 

An orthotropic deck can be analyzed as an equivalent solid orthotropic slab that is 
continuous over deformable floor beams. A number of methods have been proposed for 
the analysis of the slab and for the selection of stiffness properties that correctly sim
ulate the properties of the actual deck. A procedure developed by Pelikan and Esslinger 
(3) has been adopted for use in the AISC Manual. 
- The main disadvantage of the equivalent-slab method is that it is based on a solution, 

in closed form, of a differential equation. As a result, solutions can be easily obtained 
only for simple boundary conditions , and only if the structure has uniform properties 
(such as uniform ribs and floor beams, both at constant spacings). In practice, difficul
ties with boundary conditions arise if the b1•idge has cantilevered floor beams 01· has 
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more than two main girders or if the floor beams are built into box girder frames. 
Difficulties with nonuniformity arise if floor beams are tapered or are not all of the 
same cross section or if rib sizes change. For the investigations reported here, it 
was believed that a more generally applicable method of analysis should be used; thus, 
an equivalent-grid method was developed. 

Equivalent-Grid Method 

In the equivalent-grid method, the bridge deck, including the ribs, floor beams, edge 
beams, and possibly also the main girders, is divided into an equivalent gridwork of 
one-dimensional beams. The flexural and torsional properties of each grid member 
are chosen to represent as nearly as posAible the properties of the deck element to 
which the member corresponds. The determination of these equivalent properties is 
a major part of the analysis. The grid is analyzed by using a digital computer a.nd a 
standard method of structural analysis, namely the direct-stiffness method. This is 
exactly the slope-deflection method applied to a gridwork. "Direct stiffness" refers 
to the procedure used to establish the stiffness equ2.tions for the system. 

The greatest advantage of the equivalent-grid method is its flexibility. Because the 
method does not depend on the solution of a differential equation, the1·e are no longer 
any restrictions on boundary conditions. Hence, decks with cantilevered sections or 
with floor beams continuotJ.S over a number of main girders can be analyzed without 
difficulty. The restraining effects of box girder frames can also be considered. It .is 
not necessary for the properties of the deck to be uniform, so that allowance can also 
be made for varying rib dimensions or for tapered floor beams. Such effects as the 
stiffness of concrete curbs , the torsional resistance of floor beams , and shear deforma -
tions in floor beams can be considered; and analyses for loads in the end panels of a 
bridge can be carried out without added difficulty. 

Folded-Plate Method 

For detailed studies of the deck plate and rib behavior, a folded-plate method was 
used. In this method, each segment of deck plate or rib wall is treated as a lc,Hg. nar
row flat plate in a combined state of plane stress and two-way bending. The stiffn~ss 
properties of each plate are determined, and the assemblage of plates is then :11ulyzed 
by the direct stiffness method with the use of a digital computer. 

Unfortunately , because the method is based on the closecl-Iorm solution ol :, .iii icren
tial equation, it can be applied only for certain boundary conditions, sucl as s llll pie sup
port on rigid floor beams along two opposite boundaries . Actllal decks arc c:0I t,m1ous 
over deformable floor beams, and therefore the method cannot be used d.Lrect!y for the 
analysis of real bridges. Nevertheless , it can be used for the study oI lo ·al stxess dis 
tributions in the immediate vicinity of a wheel load. Because the method consicte.r-s all 
components of plane stress and bending in the individual plates, it .is :.ible l,; prdtid 
local stresses with much greater detail and accuracy thai1 othc:c 1neu ,ucls. 

Plane Stress Analysis by the Finite-Element Method 

Two aspects of floor-beam behavior are of particular interest. These are (a) the 
influence of web cutouts on the strength and stiffness of the beam, and (b) the estima
tion of the width of deck plate, which is effective as the top flange of the beam. These 
aspects were investigated by setting up plane stress systems to represent approximately 
the floor beam web and the deck plate. These systems were then analyzed by the finite
element method. 

The classical method of plane stress analysis is based on the solution of a differen
tial equation. Hence, solutions can be obtained for only a limited number of problems 
with simple botmdary conditions. This method cannot provide solutions for structures 
with complex boundaries, such as a floor beam web with cutouts. The finite-element 
method is a computer-oriented numerical method. It is not exact in the classical sense, 
but it can provide accurate solutions; and because it is not based on the solution of a 
differential equation, analyses can be carried out for any boundary conditions, no mat
ter how complex. 
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Orthotropic-Slab Analysis by a Finite-Element Method 

One of the objectives of this st:11'1y wa,c;; to compare results obtained with tho equiva
lent-grid method of analysis with those predicted by the orthotropic-slab methods adopted 
for the AISC Manual. However, in orde1· to make these comparisons, it was convenient 
to analyze the orthotropic slab in a manner different from that presented in the AISC 
Manual. 

Whereas the AISC Manual makes use of influence surfaces for an orthotropic slab and 
requil'es two sepa1·ate calculations for the "rigid" and "released" floor beam actions, 
the method used for this paper makes use of direct analyses of an orthotropic slab with 
loads in fixed positions and considers the two actions simultaneously. By this second 
method it is easier to consider complex load patterns, and deflections as well as stresses 
are determined. However, virtually identical numerical values are obtained by the two 
methods. 

A combination of harmonic analysis and the finite-element method is used to solve 
the problem of an orthotropic slab that is continuous over deformable floor beams. 
Across the bridge a sinusoidal variation of displacements and bending moment is as
sumed and the main girders are assumed to be infinitely stiff, as in the AISC Manual. 
Hence, essentially the same restrictions on bowidary conditions and wiiformity of prop
erties must be imposed. Along the bridge, however, a finite-element solution is used 
in place of the exact solution of an orthotropic slab. Because of the nature of the prob
lem, differen es between the exact nnd finite - element solutions are very small. The 
finite-element theory has the advantage that it is simpler, and that floor beam flexi
bility is easily taken into accowit. 

Although the finite-element method and the method of the AISC Manual yield virtually 
identical results for the equivalent orthotropic slab, these results have been interpreted 
by a more consistent procedure than that suggested in the manual. In the orthotropic
slab analysis, bending moments are determined in w1its of moment per unit length (for 
example, kip-in. per in.). In order to obtain the bending moment on any rib, the manual 
proposes that the moment per wiit length at the rib centerline be multiplied by the rib 
spacing. However, the procedure may be inaccurate, and the rib moment should be 
strictly determined by integration of the slab moments over the width of the rib. In the 
finite-element method, this integration procedure is used. The integration procedure 
yields maximum values approximately 8 percent lower than those yielded by the pro
cedure of the AISC Manual. 

COMPARATIVE STUDIES 

The test loads on the bridge structure were applied to the steel deck plate by means 
of hydraulic load cylinders. These loads were distributed over a simulated double-tire 
contact area of 26 by 12 in., and were increased in 10-kip intervals to a maximum of 
30 kips for single loads. For multiple-axle and truck-load arrangements, each wheel 
load was applied in 4-kip intervals to a maximum of 16 kips. More than 200 loading 
cases were applied during the field studies in order to investigate the bridge behavior 
and to compare these results with analytical values. Although the results of only a 
limited number of load cases are discussed here, they cover the more significant find
ings of this study. 

Rib studies 

Load Distribution Under Single Loads-In the rib studies, the bottom rib stresses 
were determined as a measure of the load distribution in several different bridge deck 
panels. These studies were carried out wider single loads using both type I and II 
loadings. Also, several combined loads were applied to study both the deck response 
to axle and truck loadings and the validity of the principle of superposition. 

The results of these typical loadings applied at the midspan of panel 3 are presented 
in Figures 4 and 5. Although more than 10 different loads were applied typically in 
each cross section, only three loads, centered over the ribs at y = 204, 156, and 108 in., 
are considered here. Also, although deflections as well as stresses were recorded for 
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each loading, only the center-bottom rib stresses are considered in this paper. Ex
amination of the experimental and theoretical stress values as presented in Figure 4 
shows excellent agreement. Furthermore, the three maximum stress values are closely 
similar and indicate that, with the exception of ribs immediately adjacent to the main 
girders, the stresses in loaded ribs are practically identical throughout the panel. A 
comparison of the bottom rib stresses along the length of a loaded rig (Fig. 5) shows 
the same excellent agreement immediately under the load. However, a significant and 
consistent discrepancy is noted for the compressive bottom rib stresses over the floor 
beams. This discrepancy results from the fact that the strains recorded at those points 
are not only caused by the rib moments but also by a local bending of the rib wall next 
to the floor beam web. When the deck deflects, the rib rotates, thus causing the floor 
beam web to bend. However, the bending of the floor beam web must be accompanied by 
local bending of the bottom rib wall. The restraining action of the floor beam web 
causes an additional secondary, negative movement in the rib wall on the side of the 
floor beam facing the loaded span. As a result, the compressive strain recorded is 
larger than that calculated. 

To study the panel behavior near the end support, panel 1 was loaded with a large 
number of single loads. Table 1 gives the comparative experimental and analytical 
stress values for the bottom rib wall at the midspan of panel 1 caused by loads being 
applied at the same location. Also shown are comparative values evaluated for similar 
load positions in panel 3 (Figs. 4 and 5). 
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Figure 5. Rib stresses in longitudinal sections under single wheel loads, bridge I (type I loading). 

The results indicate a most satisfactory agreement between experiment and analysis 
for loaded ribs at y = 204, 156, and 108 in. However, for y = 84 in., immediately ad
jacent to the main girder, the results seem to be seriously in error. This is because 
of the presence of vertical web stiffeners, which were welded to the deck plate. These 
stiffeners support the deck locally, and thus reduce the bending moment in the adjacent 
ribs. They may also cause yielding of the deck plate immediately above the stiffeners. 
Therefore, it is recommended that the stiffeners not be welded or closely fitted to the 
deck plate. 

Table 1 also indicates that the maximum stress values for ribs in panel 1 are only 
5 to 7 percent larger than those in panel 3. This indicates that the end-panel restraints 

TABLE 1 

MAXIMUM LONGITUDINAL IDB STRESSES IN KSI FOR 
IDBS LOADED AT THE MIDSPANS OF PANELS 1 AND 3 

(Type I Loading) 

Panel 1 (x : 99 in.)a Panel 3 (x : 459 ln.)a 
Location 

Experiment Theory EXperiment Theory 

y : 204 in. 23.4 24.2 22.0 22 . 9 

y : 156 in. 23.8 24.1 22.3 22.8 

y : 108 in. 22.8 23. 7 21. 5 22 . 6 

y : 84 in. 18.1 22.1 15. 8 21. 5 

y : 48 in. 19.0 21. 6 19. 0 20. 9 

y : 24 in. 24. 7 25. 8 23. 9 24.0 

°For exoct locotion of locds, see x, y coordinate systems in Figures 4 and 5. 
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are closely similar to the restraints of an internal panel. The end-panel restraint is 
basically caused by the presence of a 10- by ½-in. transverse plate closing off the ribs 
at a distance of 8 in. from the floor beam web. This plate, integrally welded to deck 
plate and all ribs, restrains the rib rotations at the floor beam web quite effectively. 

Results from the type II loading are shown in Figures 6 and 7 and indicate again a 
small variation in the maximum stress values for loads in different panels. The rela
tively rigid floor beam and the deck continuity at the pier resulted in the lowest tensile 
rib stress (21.1 ksi vs 22.1 and 23.1 ksi). 

In general, the studies of the longitudinal bottom rib stresses indicated a very good 
agreement between the experimental and theoretical results. Only where numerically 
unaccounted for structural elements affected the experimental outcome did serious 
discrepancies occur (as near the web stiffeners). 

Floor Beam Flexibility-The effect of floor beam flexibility on the rib stresses is 
of interest in design, especially when some floor beams are supported by wind-bracing 
members and are therefore stiffer. The influence of the floor beam stiffness on the 
behavior of the deck under a single load was studied by first applying a load in panel 1 
of bridge I, with the floor beams free to deflect. Then, with jacks placed on the piers 
at midspan of the end floor beam,the loads were applied a second time to force the beam 
back to a position of zero deflection. Differences between the results with and without 
the jacks show the effects of floor beam deflection. The same test procedure was re
peated for loads in panel 5. Type I loads were applied in panel 1, and type II loads in 
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panel 5. The results showed that the effect of floor beam flexibility on both deflections 
and stresses is small. The deflections at rib midspan are reduced slightly, but the 
corresponding stresses are barely affected. The stresses above the floor beams all 
show small increases when the floor beams are supported. 

Multiple Wheel Loads-The behavior of the deck under multiple wheel loads was 
studied and the agreement of results for large load groups with results for superimposed 
smaller load groups was checked by applying loads representing single axles and pairs 
of axles to the bridge. The resulting stresses and deflections for bridge I are shown in 
Figures 8, 9, and 10. Type II loads were used throughout. The following load patterns 
were applied: (a) pairs of axles placed on the same transverse section of the bridge, to 
represent loads in more than one traffic lane (Fig. 8); and (b) pairs of axles placed in 
the same traffic lane, but at different transverse sections, to represent a single heavy 
vehicle (Figs. 9 and 10). 

Rib stresses for a pair of axles placed on the same transverse section in panel 3 
of bridge I are shown in Figure 8. In Figures 8a and 8b, results are presented for each 
axle applied separately. The results for the two axles applied together are then pre
sented in Figure 8c where two sets of experimental results are given, one for the actual 
four-wheel loading and one for the sum of the two separately applied two-wheel loadings. 
If there were substantial differences between these two experimental results, it would 
indicate that deflections and stresses cannot be superimposed, and that the deck behaves 
nonlinearly. However, it can be seen from the figures that the two sets of experimental 
results are closely similar, indicating that the deck behaves in a linear fashion. Dif
ferences between theory and experiment for these multiple loads are O to 5 percent for 
stresses. These discrepancies are similar to those noted earlier for single loads in 
the same panel. 
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Results for a pair of axles placed in panels 3 and 4 of bridge I to simulate a heavy 
vehicle are shown in Figures 9 and 10. Again the combined stress values in Figures 9c 
and 10c for the two separately applied axles and for the simultaneously applied set of 
axles indicate the validity of superposition in orthotropic deck analysis. 

An interesting result should be noted for rib stresses above the floor beam at x = 
549 in. in Figures 10a through 10c. In Figure 10a, with the load in panel 3, the experi
mental stress is larger than the theoretical value. In Figure lOb, on the other hand, 
with the load in panel 4, the experimental stress is smaller than the theoretical value. 
Finally, in Figure 10c , with loads in both panels, the experimental and theoretical 
stresses are closely similar. This phenomenon is a direct result of the local bending 
effect of the floor beam web and bottom rib wall noted earlier , and serves to confirm 
the conclusion that local bending is the source of the tested differences between experi
mental and theoretical rib stresses at the floor beams. Because the floor beam is 
shallower in its cantilevered section, this effect was greater for this load case than 
for the cases noted in Figures 5 and 7. 

Local Deck Plate and Rib stresses-Detailed deck plate and rib stresses have been 
studied by comparing the experimental values with those calculated by both the grid and 
folded-plate methods. Earlier studies (4) indicated that the folded-plate method is pre
cise for this type of structure . However, results from the recent studies generally in
dicated that for the transverse bending stresses in the rib walls and deck plate near the 
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load, the agreement between theory and experiment was poor for both the deck plate 
and rib walls. However, away from the load, the agreement generally improved. Further 
studies of this phenomenon are necessary to permit a detailed evaluation of the trans
verse stress dLstl'ibution , particularly near the welds between rib walls and deck plate. 

Figure 11 shows longitudinal, rather than transverse, local stresses for three loads 
near the centerline of panel 3 of bridge I. These longitudinal stresses, which are a 
combination of stresses caused by overall rib bending and local bending of the deck 
plate and rib walls , are determined on the top surface of the deck plate and on the outer 
surfaces of the rib walls. Compression stresses are plottedupward,andtensionstresses 
downward. 

The agreement between theory and experiment in the deck plate for these stresses 
is also poor. In the rib walls , however, the agreement is very close. An important 
point to note about the stresses on the undersides of the ribs is that the stresses at the 
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rib centerlines are not the maximum stresses. The largest stress, 24.8 ksi, is caused 
by thP. loan bP.ine; cP.ntP.rP.rl nvP.r the ede;e of the rib, as shown in Figure llb. Hence, the 
grid analysis that describes the overall bridge behavior is in error because it evalutates 
an average stress on the underside of the rib, and does not recognize that the variation 
of stress across the width of the rib can lead to larger stresses than those calculated. 

Floor Beams 

In order to evaluate the behavior of the floor beam under different load conditions, 
the experimental results have been compared with analytical results obtained by both 
the grid-analysis method and the finite-element method as applied to the floor beam web. 

Figure 12 shows a comparison of the theoretical and experimental stresses on the 
underside of an interior floor beam in bridge I. Four different loads, all with the type 
II loading frame, are shown. The theoretical stresses are presented for grid analyses 
and for analyses that assume that the beam is simply supported at the main girders, 
with no allowance for moment relief to the adjacent beams. Thus, the magnitude of the 
moment relief can be seen. In Figure 12d, the loads on the simply supported beam have 
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been determined with the assumption that all beams are rigid and that only the loaded 
ribs carry forces to the beams. The influence line for a rib that is continuous over a 
series of rigid supports was thus used to determine the beam loading. 

It should be noted that the diagrams show bending stress ,not bending moment. There
fore the large step at the main girder in Figure 12c results not from torsional resistance 
of the main girder, but from a change in the size of the beam bottom flange. 

In general, the agreement between theory and experiment is very close. The grid 
theory predicts a moment relief of 18 percent for a single load and 12 percent for a 
truck loading. A smaller amoW1t of relief is to be expected for the truck loading be
cause the adjacent beams are also loaded. The theoretical stresses are up to 5 percent 
lowe1·thantheexperimentalstresses. In Figures 11a, llb, and 11d, small compression 
stresses appear consistently in the beam flange close to the main girder. These stresses 
probably result from local influences of the main girder web stiffener at this point. 

The stresses in the floor beams between the main girder have been determined from 
the formula a = M/S, in which M is the bending moment from the grid analysis and S is 
the section modulus of the beam. It was assumed that, for the interior flom: beams, a 
strip of deck plate 92 in. wide (one-third of the main girder spacing) acts as the beam 
top flange and for the end floor beams, a strip of deck plate 46 in. wide (one-sixth of 
the main girder spacing) plus that part of the deck extending beyond the web of the beam 
acts as the top flange. 

Theoretical stresses on the undersides of the cantilevered parts of the beams 
have been calculated by the approximate formula cr = M/(S cos2a), in which Mis the 
bending moment from the grid analysis, S is the section modulus of a vertical cross 
section of the beam, and a is the slope of the bottom flange. The cos2a factor accounts 
for the transformation from horizontal stress to stress acting along the inclined bottom 
flange. It was assumed that, for the interior floor beams, a strip of deck plate 44 in. 
wide (two-thirds of the cantilever length) acts as the beam top flange and, for the end 
floor beams, a strip of deck plate 22 in. wide (one-third of the cantilever length) plus 
that part of the deck extending beyond the web of the beam acts as the top flange. 

In order to assess the effects of web cutouts on beam deflections and on stresses in 
the beam web and flanges, finite-element analyses of a beam with a solid web and with 
web cutouts, corresponding to an interior beam in bridge I, have been carried out. The 
loading was the same in both cases, representing a 30-kip load at midspan of the beams , 
with an 18 percent reduction to allow for moment relief. This reduction is that pre
dicted by the grid theory, as noted before. Consequently, the cantilevered parts of the 
floor beam were ignored. 

Several extensive studies were carried out to evaluate the effect of the floor beam 
web cutouts. In this paper, however, a comparison is made of only the experimental 
stresses in the web and flanges of an interior floor beam of the test bridge with the 
theoretical stresses from the finite-element analysis (Fig. 13). The following points 
may be noted: 

1. In Figure 13a, the experimental and the theoretical horizontal normal stresses agree 
very closely in the web and bottom flange. It was noted before (Fig. 12a) that the ex
perimental stresses i.11 the bottom flange of the beam were approximately 5 percent 
larger than the stresses predicted by the equation cr = M/S. However, the agreement 
in Figure 13a , within 2 percent, shows that the web cutou~ have only a small influence 
on the bottom flange stresses. 

2. In Figure 13a, three experimental stresses are shown at the top flange. The 
outer two of these points are the stresses recorded on the top and bottom surfaces of 
the deck plate respectively. The third point is the average of these top and bottom 
surface values. The large difference between the values is a result of local bending 
of the deck plate. Because a load is applied to the deck at this point, the deck plate is 
bent in the direction at right angles to the beam web. The web then prevents bending 
of the deck plate in the direction parallel to the web, and, by Poisson's effect, bending 
stresses must be developed in this direction as shown in the experimental results. 
However, the average of the top and bottom surface stresses is substantially below the 
theoretical value. 
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Figure 13. Stresses in floor beom web and flonges, bridge I. 

3. In Figure 13b, the vertical normal stress distribution clearly shows that the 
parts of the web between cutouts behave as vertical cantilevers, transmitting the changes 
in force in the top flange through to the solid part of the web and, hence, to the bottom 
flange. The deformations of these cantilevers are the major cause of the increased ef
fective shear deformations in a web with cutouts . 

4. In Figure 13c it can be seen that the shear stress distribution is far from uni
form. In particular, the shear stresses in the solid part of the web are larger beneath 
the cutouts than between them. This is a consequence of the cantilever action already 
noted. 

Main Girders 

Theoretical and experimental deflections of the main girders have been obtained di
rectly from grid analyses and deflection gage readings for bridge I. Shear deformations 
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in the webs of the girders have been taken into accoWlt in the grid analyses. The con
tinuity of the girders over the center bent of the bridge and the changes in cross sec
tion of the girders have also been considered. 

Theoretical stresses in the bottom flange have been calculated as the sum of two 
contributions , the first from bending of the girder as a whole about a horizontal axis , 
and the second from lateral bending of the bottom flange alone about a vertical axis. 
Because of the haunches and web stiffeners at the floor beams, the main girder bottom 
flanges are made to bend laterally as the floor beams deflect. 

A comparison of experimental and theoretical stresses on the undersides of the bot
tom flanges for six load positions in panel 3 of bridge I is presented in Figure 14. The 
agreement is generally close, and the theory predicts approximately the correct amoWlt 
of stress variation across the width of the flanges. 

A puzzling feature of the experimental stresses is that they consistently depart from 
a straight line, as though shear lag were present in the flanges. However, there appears 
to be no possibility of significant shear lag in such a narrow flange. The departure from 
a straight line could result from local plate-bending effects, but it would be necessary 
to apply additional strain gages to the flanges to determine if such effects are present . 
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COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL METHODS 

The complete studies covered several different loading conditions for both bridges 
in which deflections and stresses determined from grid, orthotropic-slab, and folded
plate analyses were compared with each other and/or with the experimental deflections 
and stresses. Only two cases, however, are presented here. 

In Figure 15, stresses predicted by the grid and orthotropic-slab methods_ are com
pared with experimental stresses for a single load in panel 3 of bridge I. The results 
indicate that the agreement between the theoretical and experimental stresses in the 
heavily loaded ribs is within 5 percent for both theories, with neither of them possessing 
an obvious advantage. 

The two methods for more realistic loads were compared by evaluating the response 
of the bridge to several vehicle combinations considered critical for design. The load
ings considered correspond approximately to AASHO HS20-44 vehicles, except that the 
axle spacings have been restricted to 15 and 30 ft for simplicity. It was assumed that 
the tire contact areas were 26 by 12 in. at the surface of the deck plate. Only bridge I 
has been considered, and the main girders have been permitted to deflect in all cases. 

Figure 16 shows the results for a combined vehicle load producing maximum mo
ments at rib midspan. The rib deflections are seen to agree very closely, but the grid 
analysis predicts maximum bending stresses 12 percent larger than those from the 
orthotropic-slab analysis. The orthotropic-slab analysis seems to predict a larger 
amount of load transfer away from the loaded rib, and larger negative rib moments at 
the floor beams. That is , the distributions of moments predicted by the two methods 
are different. This is because essentially different basic assumptions are made in the 
two methods. 

In general, when comparing the grid and orthotropic-slab methods of analyses, it 
should be noted that the deflections and stresses from the grid analyses were generally 
in good agreement with the experimental deflections and stresses. Detailed compari
sons between the methods suggest that the grid method may be more accurate. How
ever, in view of the approximations an,d wicertainties present in both methods, and 
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because of the complex behavior of orthotropic decks, it can be concluded that the dif
ferences between the methods are not large, and that either may be used. 

If the type of bridge structure permits the orthotropic-slab method to be used, then 
the expense and effort of carrying out grid analyses is not justified. Either the 
orthotropic-slab method of the AISC Manual or the slab method of the type considered 
in this study can be used. The grid method is most valuable for bridge structures where 
the orthotropic-slab method cannot be applied with confidence. Such cases might include 
bridges with substantial cantilevered sections or with more than two main girders or 
with certain unusual features. It should also be remembered that a grid analysis not 
only predicts rib and floor deflections and moments, but also permits stiffening features 
such as concrete curbs to be taken into account. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results presented in this paper show that analytical methods are available for 
studies of the different parts of orthotropic steel plate deck bridges. 

Analyses of the deck plate as an orthotropic slab as proposed in the AISC Manual 
can be carried out to predict stresses and deflections in the ribs and floor beams of 
bridges with two main girders and no substantial cantilevered sections. However, the 
grid method should be used to predict stresses and deflections in the ribs and floor 
beams of bridges with a more complicated geometry. The results indicate that the 
folded-plate method may prove to be extremely useful for predicting stresses and de
flections in the immediate vicinity of wheel loads. 

In almost all parts of the bridge, the rib deflections and the average stresses on the 
undersides of the ribs were in close agreement with the deflections and stresses pre
dicted by the grid theory. Notable exceptions were the ribs adjacent to the main girders, 
which were influenced by the girder web stiffeners. Local bending effects were present 
where the ribs crossed the floor beams. The peak values of the local bending stresses 
were not determined, but it is probable that the maximum rib stresses at the floor beams 
are caused by loadings that do not include local bending. Therefore, these stresses do 
not appear to be important as a source of fatigue failure. However, the transverse 
bending stresses in orthotropic deck plates, particularly near the welds between ribs 
and deck plate, might well be a source of fatigue failure. Experience gained from the 
performance of European bridges is of little value because the transverse load distri
bution in U. S.-designed deck systems is considerably larger than that in decks designed 
under European specifications. 

The studies further showed that the longitudinal stresses on the undersides of the 
ribs varied across the rib width, and that the maximum value could be larger than the 
maximum average stress predicted by either the orthotropic-plate or the grid theory. 

The behavior of the floor beams between main girders is significantly influenced by 
load transfer to adjacent unloaded beams. The end floor-beam design with a transverse 
closing plate contributed significantly to the restraining action of the floor beam on the 
rib rotations in the end panel. The effective shear deformations in a web with cutouts 
may be substantially larger than those in a solid web, and should be taken into account 
in deflection calculation. The bottom flange stresses, on the other hand, are only slightly 
affected by such cutouts. 

The main girders behave essentially as beams. The experimental deflections and 
stresses were both in close agreement with values predicted by the grid theory. Be
cause of lateral bending of the main girder bottom flanges, the stresses varied across 
the width of the flanges. The experimental stresses were closely similar to stresses 
predicted by the grid theory. If the main girder web stiffeners are welded or closely 
fitted to the underside of the deck plate, large stress concentrations may develop in the 
deck plate. 
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